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Front and back of Series of 17 April 191620 kopek
note.

OB-OST Notes Used In Lithuania
By John Glynn

INTRODUCTION

On June 28, 1914, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to
the throne of Austria/Hungary, was assassinated by
Gavile Princip, a Serbian nationalist student, while on
a visit to Sarajevo, capital of Bosnia. The shot was
heard around the world and plunged Europe into a civil
war, which eventually included other continents
throughout the globe. By August of the same year
Europe became a battleground. The strength of the
central powers of Austria/Hungary and Germany was
too much for the allies of France and Russia. Germany
and her military power advanced almost at ease
through Russia.

By September 1915, Lithuania and her Baltic
neighbors (Estonia and Latvia) and other eastern
European countries which were ruled by Tsarist Russia
were occupied by the German military force. The
German military authorities in accordance with their
usual practice pillaged and severely ravaged the land,
confiscating farm produce and causing extreme poverty
and damage. Due to the military mishandling, the
Lithuanian economy collapsed in less than six months.

EARLY HISTORY OF THE AREA

Lithuania originated between the 5th and 6th century
A. D. when a group of people occupied the provinces of
Kaunas (Kowno), and Vilnius (Wilno), Suvalkai
(Suvalki), Gardinas (Grodno) and land along the
Neminas (Nieman) River. These people known
collectively as Liths became one of the largest
independent nations in medieval times.

In 1385, Lithuania and her neighbor Poland through
marriage reached an alliance which lasted intil 1569,
when under the union of Lublin, Lithuania lost her
independence and shared her common history with
Poland. During this period the united countries
persisted to make up the most splendid chapter in their
history. The most important event was the glorious
victory over the German order of the Teutonic Knights,
when in 1410 in the battle of Grunwald at Tannenburg
(East Prussia), Vytautas the Great, Grand Duke of
Lithuania, and his cousin Jogaila, king of Poland,
joined forces to defeat the powerful Teutonic Order.

The union with Poland lasted over 400 years and
ended in 1795, when the big powers of Austria, Prussia
and Russia annexed both nations, with Lithuania
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Front and back of Series of 17 April 191750 kopek
note. This back shows corect text: Peezde mit
kapeikas.

going to Russia. She remained under Tsarist Russia
until World War I.

OCCUPATION CURRENCY

The currency in circulation in Lithuania at the
outbreak of World War I was the Russian ruble, but with
the German occupation the reichsmark was introduced.
The German forces were trying to get the Lithuanian
people to accept the German occupation currency as
legal tender. A decree was proclaimed, which made the
German mark equally acceptable with the Russian
ruble.

The exchange rate was 2.16 German mark to one
Russian gold ruble, and 1.66 German mark for one
paper ruble. The people were unwilling to part with the
Tsarist ruble and they considered the currency better
than the German mark, and therefore began hoarding
it. The mark had no gold backing while each ruble had
0.775 grams of pure gold.

In order to release the German mark from this
occupied area, the German authority created its own
imperial loan bureau. In April 1916, by special decree,
the Supreme Commander of the Eastern Front
(Oberbefehlshaber Ost) whose headquarters was in
Kaunas, opened the Darlehnskasse Ost (Loan Bank for
Trade and Industry).

The function of the bank was to supply easy credit by
making loans to merchants, and supplying a currency
system. The bank issued a set of banknotes known as
the ob-ost ruble (better known as the ost ruble) in
Lithuania and other eastern countries. The object of the
notes was to induce the people to trade their Russian
rubles for the ost ruble or German mark.

The official rate of exchange of the ost ruble was one
ost ruble to one Russian ruble or two German marks.
The Germans, however, implemented a program by
withholding essential needs (salt, sugar, etc.) from the
market. They were sold under the supervision of the
military and could be purchased with the payment of
gold only. The two-tier system of offering a higher
exchange of German marks for Russian rubles was
unsuccessful.

On June 26 of the same year the German military
authority authorized the first issue of occupation money
in values of:

Pick's Nos.
R120 20 kopek blue-green 70 x 110 mm
R121 50 kopek green-brown-red 80 x 125 mm
R122 1 ruble blue-tan 84 x 130 mm
R123 3 ruble green-brown 90 x 144 mm
R124 10 ruble red-brown-green 100 x 158 mm
R125 25 ruble blue-lilac 110 x 175 mm
R126 100 ruble blue 110 x 170 mm

Fig. 3. Back of 50 kopek note with incorrect text: Peezde
mit kapeiki.

The notes were dated Posen, April 17, 1916, and
became legal tender in Lithuania on August 6 of the
same year. The German military authorities issued
100,000,000 rubles and the money was authorised for
removal from the country, provided valuables of
precious metal, non-perishable goods and Russian
rubles were deposited. The notes were therefore
considered receipts, and the Lithuanian people labelled
the currency "Fiat money".

The fronts of the notes were printed in German while
the backs were in three languages (Lithuanian, Latvian
and Polish). Three signatures appeared on the notes.
Two of the signatures were German (Kaufmann and
Hamburger), while the third was Polish (Michalowsky),

The reverse of the 20 kopek shows an incorrect text
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Front and back of Series of 17 April 1916 one
ruble note.

"Peezde mit Kapeiki". The 50 kopek was issued in two
series, one with the incorrect text and the other series
with the correct text: "Peezde mit Kapeikas."

Two series of the 50 kopek, and the 1 and 3 ruble were
also issued with the misspelled word "Sime" (Sihme, a
Latvian word meaning paper money, changed to Sime
in 1921). The reverse of the bank notes states that they
were issued by the "Territory of the Commander in
Chief of the East" and that whoever falsified or imitated
or put such notes in circulation would be punished with
prison up to eight years.

With the •unsuccessful attempt to get the Russian
ruble converted to the ost ruble, the German
Administration promised to redeem ost rubles with
genuine Russian rubles put into circulation by the
Darlehnskasse Ost, but this promise was retracted in
March 1917.

The German Military Authority decided to transfer
the bank. On March 30,1917, the Darlehnskasse Ost in
Posen, Poland, was moved to Kaunas, Lithuania, as an
independent bank of issue. The bank issued new
currency in ost marks comprising 100 pfennigs and
equal to the German mark. The bank was backed by a
loan of 100 million ost marks given by Germany. The ost
ruble was replaced by the new currency in
denominations of:

PICK'S NOS.
R127. 1/2 Mark red-violet-black 70 x 110 mm
R128. 1 mark green-brown 80 x 125 mm
R129. 2 mark red-violet-olive 84 x 128 mm
R130. 5 mark blue-green 90 x 145 mm
R131. 20 mark red-green 100 x 160 mm
R132. 50 mark blue-gray-violet 106 x 174 mm
R133. 100 mark brown 108 x 170 mm
R134. 1000 mark green 110 x 190 mm
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The notes were dated and issued on April 4, 1918, and
were printed by the same company which made the ost
rubles, Giesecke and Devrient of Leipzig, Germany. The
text was basically the same as that of the ost ruble while
the reverse showed only two languages (of Latvia and
Lithuania). The Polish language had been dropped. The
100 and 1000 mark (also the 100 ost ruble), however,
were printed by the Reichsdruckerei in Berlin,
Germany.

Front and back of Series of 4 April 1918 one mark
note.

The 1000 mark was the largest denomination and was
issued in two series. The first series was circulated with
the above issue as occupation money and can be
identified by six control numbers. The second series was
issued after Lithuania gained her independence and
became a new republic. This series can be identified by
seven control numbers. The bottom of the note can be
found in black text or green text.

All the notes were signed by Marwitz, Moritz and
Fischer. The latter was a director of the German Bank
and one of the negotiators in arranging a loan after
Lithuania gained her independence.

LEGAL TENDER CURRENCY

In September 1917, the former governors of Kaunas,
Vilnius, Moghilev, Vitebak and portions of Grodno, met
in the capital Vilnius, for discussions on the future
liberation of Lithuania. In January 1918, the national
leaders put forward a 14-point declaration of rights
which offered support to self-determination and
independence.

On February 16, 1918, Lithuania gained her
independence. She notified Russia, Germany, and other
nations that she had broken all ties which formerly
bound the state to them. A free election was held, and
the people elected 112 delegates to represent them in the
assembly (Siemas).

The main task of the new republic was to rebuild a
new financial economy and establish a new way of life.
Lithuania found herself with no paper or printing
equipment and therefore was unable to introduce her
own currency.

The government negotiated with Germany to con-
tinue to use the darlehnskasse ost mark, and to receive a
loan of ten million marks at five percent interest until a
Lithuanian bank of issue could be organized. At that
time 165 million ost marks were in circulation. The ost
mark which had been occupation money was now
considered legal tender currency for the new republic.

In 1919, the Lithuanian government introduced a new
currency system by establishing the auksinas
containing 100 stakiku. The system was used mainly for
postage stamps and keeping accounts. The ost mark
continued to circulate but was called auksinas (marks)
and stakiku (pfennigs) until the new currency reform
was introduced.

The rate of exchange of the ost mark in 1918 was eight
marks to the United States dollar. In 1919, it began to
fall rapidly against other countries' currencies. This
caused an increase in the number of notes in circulation
and by 1922, the ost marks circulating reached an
astronomical total of 3,500,000 million marks. In the
same period the rate of exchange declined rapidly. By
1922, it had reached 1,650 marks to the dollar.

Most countries in Europe were facing a monetary
crisis, and one of the first to stabilize her currency was
Lithuania. On August 11, 1922, a special law was
passed to establish the Lietuvos Banka (Bank of
Lithuania). A new currency was introduced and was
called "Litas" containing 100 cents. It was made equal
to 0.154062 grams of gold (one litas equaled one-tenth of
the United States dollar).

The old currency was collected and exchanged at
various rates depending on what month/day the rate of
exchange was made. At the time of the redemption of
the mark it was almost worthless. The end of the ost
mark was the end of Lithuania's severe inflationary
crisis.
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Front and back of Series of 4 April 1918 100 mark
note.
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